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Households can increase the interest rate on their savings if they shop around more for their savings products – if they pay more attention (e.g. FCA, 2015). How
does saver attention vary over the business cycle? How do banks respond? And what effect does that have on the business cycle?
Answer: Attention is countercyclical. When attention rises in a recession, banks offer higher rates relative to the policy rate. This amplifies shocks to consumption.

Setting:
• Savers face profit-maximising banks with
𝑛
heterogeneous costs 𝜒𝑡 .
• Paying more attention ℐ𝑡 ⇒ higher Pr(choose high
interest rate bank), but is costly - marginal cost 𝜇.
Gives 3 equations: attention FOC, consumption
Euler, bank FOC

UK Data: monthly 1996-2009
1. Moneyfacts: interest rate + product features, all retail savings products.
2. Quoted Household Interest Rate (BoE): average interest rate on newlyopened products with particular characteristics.
Identify products in Moneyfacts that qualify for inclusion in the Quoted Rate.
⇒ gives menu of close substitutes, and average price paid.
Offered interest rates, October 2000

Result 1: interest rates are very
dispersed, even among similar
products.
• Not explained by bank risk (deposit
insurance is strong).
• Plausibly due to information friction.
⇒ attention could affect experienced rate.
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𝒄𝒕 ↓, 𝒄𝒕+𝟏 ↓
𝒖′ 𝒄𝒕+𝟏 ↑, ⇒ Attention 𝓘𝒕 ↑

Bank offered rates ↑
(deposit market
more competitive)

Pr(choose
high interest
rate bank) ↑

Average rate
𝒆
experienced 𝒊𝒕 ↑
𝒄𝒕 ↓↓

Amplification from countercyclical
attention is large: Var(𝑐) is 17% larger than
if fix attention at steady state.
Policy that reduces cost of information
(e.g. financial education) weakens
attention amplification, reduces business
cycle volatility. 50% 𝜇 ↓⇒ 10% Var(𝑐)↓.

Products are 1-year fixed interest rate bonds with
£5000 investment and annual interest payment.

Exercise: compare rate achieved with ‘no-attention’ benchmark rate (average
over big 4 banks):
ℎ
𝑏
𝔼ℎ 𝑖𝑡 − 𝑖𝑡
𝜑𝑡 =
𝜎(𝑖𝑡 )
𝜑𝑡 is closely related to attention ℐ𝑡 in the model:
• Attention ↑ ⇒ rate achieved ↑ relative to rate achieved with no attention.
Result 2: 𝜑𝑡 is
countercyclical.
Consistent with model:
′
• In contraction 𝑢 𝑐 ↑ ⇒
ℐ ↑, 𝜑 ↑
• 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝑖, 𝜎 𝑖 < 0, so rates
↓ ⇒ dispersion ↑ ⇒ ℐ ↑, 𝜑 ↑
Not explained by Δ market
size/composition.

φ

Amplification:
Suppose a shock causes consumption to fall for
≥ 2 periods:

• Medium-scale DSGE model of the UK
with household/bank interaction from
simple theory.
• Estimate using standard macro series +
data from empirical section.
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Binned scatters of phi against average rates and unemployment rate, all
HP-filtered. 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝜑, 𝑖 ҧ = −0.38∗∗∗ , 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝜑, 𝑢 = 0.41∗∗∗

